
Ketchum Shared Rooms Policies  

The overflow rooms in Ketchum include the six consult rooms 218, 290, 331, 333, 335, 337. 

1. The overflow rooms are primarily for graduate students to meet with their undergraduate students during
office hours.  Graduate students can reserve a 1-hour period by contacting the point person in their
department.  The overflow rooms are not meant to be scheduled on a continuous basis during someone’s
office hours, but rather may be scheduled when graduate students think they will have a great deal of traffic
because of an impending assignment or exam.  If a room is empty, it can be used for an hour or until someone
with an online reservation claims it, whichever comes first.  Undergraduates can use the rooms that are empty.

2. Exemptions from the 1-hour rule will be made in order to allow for accommodations stipulated by Disability
Services, such as extra time for exams.  All other requests for exceptions will be considered on a case by case
basis.

3. Faculty can schedule a room for the purposes of meeting with graduate students or undergraduate students.

KTCH 371 Open Space and Study Carrels 

Ketchum 371 has two separate sections divided by a partial room divider: Open Space (West) and Study Carrels 
(East). Only the Open Space may be reserved. 

1. Faculty, staff and graduate students in any of the three departments can make a reservation to use the open
space section. Contact staff in your department to make a reservation.

2. The open space section can be used for talks, meetings, receptions, etc. In the case of a conflict,
priority will be given for main department events, such as job talks or conference bookings.

3. Events in the open space section take priority over activity in the section with carrels such that those with a
reservation in the open space area can ask others in the carrels to leave. (Will need to post signage).

4. The room should not be used for regular, ongoing reservations (e.g. classes, weekly TA meetings, office
hours, weekly writing groups).

5. The entire room will be open for anyone associated with the three departments to use if there is no reservation
– faculty, grad students, and undergraduates who are working with faculty or graduate students in the three
departments.

Advance and same-day reservations can be made by contacting the designated liaison (below) in your department. 
In all cases, the on-line schedule is considered definitive. 

Department Primary Contact Secondary Contact 
Ethnic Studies Joanne Corson 

joanne.corson@colorado.edu 
Virginia Kester-Meyer 
virginia.kester-meyer@colorado.edu 

Political Science Haruko Greeson 
haruko.greeson@colorado.edu 

Jana Lyn Jones 
jana.jones@colorado.edu 

Sociology Brigitte Sellinger 
brigitte.sellinger@colorado.edu 

 Patricia S Burton  
patricia.burton@colorado.edu 


